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Next Generation Cyber Infrastructure

Vast intelligence network capable of learning to connect distributed 
 sensory input to distributed actions in the real world, integrated so integrated so 
 as to maximize the performance of the global systemas to maximize the performance of the global system

= Networked Embedded Control SystemseNetworkseNetworks



Future
 

Cyber‐Physical Systems:
 Systems enabled by ee‐‐NetworksNetworks

••
 

IntegrationIntegration
 

and networkingnetworking
 

of systems across all scales 
 to create a pervasive ICT (Information Communication 

 Technologies) infrastructure  applicable in several areas, 
 from intelligent buildings and transportation to effective 
 energy management, intelligent manufacturing, e‐Health, 
 e‐Commerce…

••
 

CyberinfrastructureCyberinfrastructure
 

– is becoming an artificial nervous 
 system for the entire economy, providing optimaloptimal

 integrated management of large critical infrastructures 
 ranging from electric power and water to environment 
 and finances with seamless market interface 



Can we apply cyber‐physical design approach here? 

How to merge intelligent control and power systems expertise ? How to merge intelligent control and power systems expertise ? 



EnergyWeb proposal

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
New architectural concepts for the ICT enabled Smart Grid have recently been proposed, e.g. EnergyWeb [2] and eNetworks [3]. The EnergyWeb concept is envisioned as a multi-layered large scale socio-technical system (Figure 1), in which the traditional distinction between producers, distributors and consumers of energy is replaced by the new role of prosumers, i.e., industries, cities, communities or individuals who can act both as producers and consumers of energy. Prosumers will become part of a global socio-ICT “ecology”, in which they can negotiate the energy they produce and consume. They will obtain direct financial benefits while promoting at the same time the growth of renewable energy sources. In alignment with this vision, the eNetworks concept tackles the Future Internet as a pervasive infrastructure [4] enabling the deployment of techno-social systems which have three dimensions physical (or ‘smart application’ dimension: smart power grid, transportation network, building infrastructures, computing facilities), cyber (the underlying large scale management ICT control infrastructure) and social (the users and their ability to form dynamic coalitions mediated via a communication network).



Industrial Deployment of Intelligent Control

•
 

It is possible to program controllers with 

more “intelligent”
 

behaviour ☺

•
 

It is difficult, however, to convince industry 

to use such controllers 

•
 

Standards, norms, design practices ...



Norms about SmartGrid:
The Smart Grid ... incorporates into 
the grid the benefits of distributed 
computing and communications to 
deliver real-time information

 
and 

enable the near-instantaneous 
balance of supply and demand at 
the device level.

... provides a reliable power supply 
with fewer and briefer outages, 
“cleaner”

 
power, and self-healing 

power systems, through the use of 
digital information, automated 
control, and autonomous systems ... 

IEC 61499 and IEC 61850 are 
intended to provide a standardized 
platform to support Distribution 
Automation to meet this 
requirement.

 
...

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In this work we create an infrastructure capable of addressing two features of SmartGrid: 
Balance of supply and demand
Self-healing

We will illustrate it on a simple self-healing scenario.




Devices enabling EnergyWeb

…
The Smart Grid ... incorporates into the grid 
the benefits of distributed computing and 
communications to deliver real-time 
information and enable the near-

 instantaneous balance of supply and 

demand at the device level.

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The distributed grid control infrastructure will be connected with the households’ control infrastructure. It is envisaged that homes will be equipped with interoperable sensor networks and smart appliances all integrated by a control device with broad internal and external connectivity. Single households may form clusters in order to optimize their overall power usage.



Function Blocks (IEC 61499) and IEC 61850

Function Blocks Architecture
Goal: 
-

 
Intelligence encapsulation & 
distribution

IEC 61850
Goals:
-

 
Communication Networks and 
Systems in Substations 

-
 

Introduce various elements of 
the power-system-related 
automation architecture called 
Substation Automation System 
(SAS). 



IEC 61850 modeling approach
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The IEC 61850 standard (Communication networks and systems for power utility automation) refers to substation information, information exchange and configuration aspects mainly for protection, control and monitoring. 
As shown in the slide, the standard consists of several parts covering specific issues.

The automation functions that produce and consume the exchanged information are outside the scope of the standard. 




IEC 61850 represents primary 
 devices as Logical Nodes

IEC 61499 models LN + Intelligence

Standards’
 

Harmonisation Strategy

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
IEC 61499 can work both "above and below" IEC 61850, if the two standards are properly harmonised. IEC 61499 can incorporate IEC 61850 logical nodes into distributed control schemes. IEC 61499 can also implement IEC 61850 logical nodes. In the short term, this provides fantastic scope for the collaborative development of Smart Grid technology, prior to the setting of standards. In the process, it overcomes a built-in limitation of IEC 61850: The absence of any standard mechanism for representing end-user-defined logic. In the long term, it provides a way of rendering complex functionality in a very engineer-friendly way - as building blocks. 

Harmonisation of both standards paves the way to “cyber-physical” design: from physical layout to the running distributed grid automation system.



Library of Intelligent Components

INTEGRATION

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
We have developed a library of IEC 61499 function blocks corresponding to the logical node types defined in IEC 61850. These function blocks implement intelligent devices capable of negotiation and collaboration. 



Sample Power Distribution System

Geographic layout Schematic layout

We tested our implementation using  the following sample power distribution system

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
We have conducted experiments with the developed FB implementation of collaborative intelligent control and IEC 61850 communication



Allocating Functions to Logical Nodes 
 (Collaborating Intelligent Devices)

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Each device is allocated with a number of functions (listed in the grey rectangles)



FLISR Scenario Simulation

Initial state: Fault occurred Final State: Power restored 

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Several tests of increasing complexity were done to verify the correctness of the collaborative control architecture and algorithms. 

The slide shows the main FLISR scenario: fault is on CB1 section, supply should be restored on ROS1 and ROS2 sections. 

The power distribution system illustrated in the slide consists of three 11kV feeders supplied by three different zone substations. They could be supplied by the same zone substation – this aspect is not important. The 11kV feeders are shown in simplified form, with only the backbone and ties to adjacent feeders. In reality, 11kV feeders have a branching structure such that the feeder and the associated LV feeders can supply a geographical patch.

Distribution substations are positioned along each feeder as required to serve customers’ loads.
In the initial state the switches ROS3, ROS4 and ROS 9 are open, which is denoted by their white colour respectively. All other switches are closed, denoted by their dark colour. The switches are assumed to be “smart” and participating on an ongoing event-driven conversation. 




Function Blocks Implementation of LNs

Negotiation flow between LNs in the power distribution network is
 

shown

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The FLISR functionality is distributed across LNs used. 
For example, the Function Block model for the ROS1 section, includes the switch itself XSWI, switch control CSWI, PIOC – overcurrent relay, and current sensor – current transformer TCTR. This is the same for all switch sections, for circuit breaker parts there are PTRC and ARREC added to trip circuit breaker.

Fault location function is assigned to PIOCs level; isolation and supply restoration are to be performed by CSWI. As was mentioned each section contains TCTR, XCBR, POIC and CSWI LNs. Primary device LNs do not communicate with LNs on the feeder. The components are distributed and within the component the intelligence and decision making are distributed across the LNs, mainly PIOC and CSWI. Thus there are 2 layers: POIC – function is to locate the fault; and CSWI – function is to isolate the fault and restore supply. 




Testbed for Analysis of IEC 61850/IEC 61499 implementation

IEC 61499 implementation of IEC 61850
Power System Simulation Engine 

(MATLAB)

Substation model

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
To validate the function block model of our example system we have created a test bed by combining a function block execution environment with a model of the “uncontrolled substation” in Matlab.

Measurements are sent to the controllers and control signals are delivered back to the substation model using a TCP/IP communication channel. Thus, the test bed enables closed-loop control simulation and can be used for validation of the decentralized communicating multi-agent controllers. In real distribution networks the communication would be implemented with the IEC 61850 communication methods sampled measured values, GOOSE and client/server.





FLISR Scenario Simulation

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Now we will illustrate animated scenario of Fault Location, Isolation and Supply Restoration achieved via collaborative behaviour of logical nodes. 



Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The scenario begins with a tree falling on the 11kV mains, causing a permanent fault on feeder F1 between CB1 and ROS1. The feeder protection trips (opens) circuit breaker CB1 at zone substation B. 



Fault!
Load was 220A

No fault.
Load was 160A

No fault.
Load was 70A

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Sectionalising switches ROS1 and ROS2, being downstream of the fault location, do not register the passage of fault current. In anticipation of possible follow-up action, they remember the load currents that were flowing through them just before the fault occurred. 




Reclosing …

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
After one attempted automatic reclosure, CB1 goes to lockout.



Neighbour in 
trouble!

Neighbour in 
trouble!

Neighbour in 
trouble!

Neighbour 
in trouble!

Neighbour in 
trouble!

Load: 150A
Headroom: 100A

Load: 100A
Headroom: 100A

Load: 175A
Headroom: 75A

Load: 120A
Headroom: 75A

Load: 60A
Headroom: 75A

Lockout!So, we’re all agreed:
If ROS1 and ROS2 open, 
ROS3 and ROS4 can pick 

up the load.

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Tie switches ROS3 and ROS4 realise that feeder F1 is no longer energized, and they initiate a search for alternative sources of supply. Each switch is assumed to maintain a local connectivity map, so it is able to propagate the “call or help” towards a zone substation. CB2 at zone substation A, and CB3 at zone substation C, respond with information about the headroom (excess capacity) available. This information propagates back down feeders F2 and F3. It is updated at each switch so that, by the time it reaches ROS3 and ROS4, the available excess capacities can be compared with the loads in the unfaulted sections of feeder F1 (note that in order to achieve this, each switch must be aware of its own rating and the ratings of the downstream conductors).
The switches agree on the steps necessary to restore supply: The mid-section of feeder F1 will be transferred to feeder F2 (by checking open or opening ROS1 and ROS2 and closing ROS3); the tail-section will be transferred to feeder F3 (by checking open or opening ROS2 and closing ROS4); the head-section will have to await repair.




We know!

Customers downstream of ROS1: 
Bob:
Carol:
Ted:
Alice:
Standby, we are restoring your 
power now.

Customers upstream of ROS1 -
Harry:
Ginny:
We have dispatched a repair crew 
and expect to have most people 
restored within 50 minutes.

!

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
In the meantime, the control centre has been eavesdropping on the conversation between the switches. When customers call to report a loss of supply, each can be fully informed as to when they can expect restoration. In fact, customers on the unfaulted feeder sections will probably be restored before they have time to call.




Step 1 complete!
ROS1 open; ROS2 open.



Step 2 complete!
ROS3 closed.



Step 3 complete!
ROS4 closed.



!

Crew 53:

Please go to 95 Griffin Street, Bardon 
GPS coordinates 123.456 x 789.012

Tree across mains



Repair complete. Activating 
automatic restoration sequence.

Repair 
complete!

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Having restored supply to as many customers as possible, the switches go quiet. A repair crew is dispatched to patrol the faulted feeder section, find the fault and repair it. On completion of the repairs, the switches are commanded to restore the distribution system to its pre-fault configuration.




Step 1 complete!
CB1 closed;

ROS1 closed; ROS2 closed.



Step 2 complete!
ROS3 open; ROS4 

open.
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Negotiation between switches on non fault feeder

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The slide shows an example of available headroom request and supply restoration: negotiation between switches on non fault feeder. 




Simulation Results

FLISR scenario: fault is on CB1 section, supply restored on ROS1

 
and ROS2 sections

ROS4

CB2

ROS1

ROS2

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Main FLISR scenario: fault is on CB1 section, supply should be restored on ROS1 and ROS2 sections. 
Figure demonstrates that all three sections of the feeder 1 had normal current before fault. As it can be seen from graph “CB1” the current transformer detects the fault current of value higher than 2000 A at about 3.32 second and protection function trips the circuit breaker CB1: current is zero at 3.352 second.
The fault on the section CB1 means that transmission lines has been short-circuited phase-to-phase or phase-to-ground, consequently the sections of the feeder below that point will not detect current passage at all. For that reason at the time 3.32 second when fault has occurred on section CB1, the graphs, corresponding to sections ROS1 and ROS2, show that there is no current along the feeder1 below fault location which we have simulated to be on section CB1. After certain time ARREC LN recloses circuit breaker at the 3.4 second in case it is temporary fault. However the protection detects fault again (fault current between 3.4 second and 3.44) and trips circuit breaker; ARREC this time goes to lockout. Graph “CB1” shows that power is cut on feeder 1 at the time 3.44 second. Difference between 3.4 and 3.44 in 0.04 second is the time to signal to get processed and devices to operate. Meanwhile POICs of the feeder has been collaborating to locate the fault and they have agreed that the fault is on the section CB1 and passed that information to corresponding switch controllers. The switches ROS1 and ROS2 have received that their sections do not have fault, they decide to request alternative supply: ROS1 from tie switch ROS3; ROS2 from tie switch ROS4. Thus ROS1 and ROS2 have got supply from adjacent feeders 2 and 3 accordingly: the graphs “ROS1” and “ROS2” show that at the time around 3.48 second current values come back to normal – the power has been restored. Graph “RSO4” illustrates behavior of tie switch ROS4, which closes (time 3.46 second the value is 1) as there is enough capacity to restore supply for section ROS2. Graphs “ROS1” and “ROS2” demonstrates supply restoration on corresponding sections. 




Conclusions 

••
 

CyberCyber‐‐physical approach to the critical physical approach to the critical 
 infrastructures design is feasible technically infrastructures design is feasible technically 

 and practical in business termsand practical in business terms

••
 

Future work: Future work: 
–

 
More intelligence in control nodes (for self‐organisation)

–
 

Benchmarking on more complex physical and 
 communication infrastructures 

–
 

Prototypes of devices based on proven commercial 
 platforms and capable of IEC 61850 and Function Blocks
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